Chemists create artificial protein that peers into Earth's chemical past
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Scientists have developed an artificial protein that could offer new insights into chemical evolution on early Earth.

All cells need energy to survive, but because the kinds of chemicals available during the planet's early days were so limited compared to today's vast scope of chemical diversity, multicellular organisms had a lot less energy to build the complex organic structures that make up the world we know today.

New research, published in the journal Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, provides evidence that many of the organisms within Earth's primordial soup heavily relied on metal molecules, specifically nickel, to help store and expend energy.

Current theories about how microbial life arose suggest that while cells used carbon dioxide and hydrogen as a fuel source, they also inhabited areas rich in reduced metals like iron and nickel. These first chemical reactions were also largely driven by an enzyme called acetyl coenzyme A synthase, or ACS, a molecule essential for energy production and forming new chemical bonds.

But for years, scientists in the field have been split on how this enzyme actually works—whether the chemical reactions it spurred could be assembled randomly or if its chemical constructions followed a strict roadmap. Hannah Shafaat, co-author of the study and a professor in chemistry and biochemistry at The Ohio State University, said her team's artificial model of the enzyme reveals a lot about how its native ancestor might have acted during Earth's first few billion years.

Compared to what scientists find in nature, this model protein is much easier to study and manipulate. Because of this, the team was able to conclude that ACS does, in fact, have to build molecules one step at a time. Such information is crucial to understanding how organic chemistry on Earth began to mature.

"Rather than taking the enzyme and stripping it down, we're trying to build it from the bottom up," Shafaat said. "And knowing that you have to do things in the right order can basically be a guide for how to recreate it in the lab."

As scientists hope to understand what may have emerged first out of the primordial soup, Shafaat said the study demonstrated that even simple enzymes like their model could have supported early life. Shafaat, who has worked on the project for nearly five years, said that while the study did run into some challenges, the lessons the team learned were worth it in the long run.

In addition to being important for understanding primordial chemistry, their findings have broad implications for other fields, including the energy sector. Shafaat said, "If we can understand how nature figured out how to use these compounds billions and billions of years ago, we can harness some of those same ideas for our own alternative energy devices," she said.
At the moment, one of the biggest challenges the energy sector faces is making liquid fuel. Yet this study could be the first step in finding a natural energy source that could replace the gasoline and oil humans overuse, Shafaat said. Now, her team is working on streamlining their product, but will continue to investigate whether there are other primeval secrets their enzyme might divulge.
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